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As you may have seen,
the City is conducting
roadway maintenance at
the roundabout intersection of Mt. Washington
Dr., Reed Market Rd.
and Century Dr. The
intersection is closed
during construction and
detours are in place.
Work is scheduled to run
until approximately the
beginning of September.
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The project consists of
road base work and a
resurfacing with concrete
for a more cost-effective,
DETOUR MAP:
longer lasting maintenance treatment. This includes some night work.
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Visit Bend –
New Tourism
Program

- Detour Route

- Closed

For more information, contact Street Division Supervisor Kevin Ramsey, 541317-3000, or visit www.ci.bend.or.us/roundabouts.

UNIQUE TOURISM PROGRAM LOOKS TO
BRING JOBS TO BEND

The Bend Economic Development Advisory Board, in collaboration with Visit
Bend, is working to execute and expand a marketing campaign for in-migration
of new businesses, residents and jobs.

Visit Bend has created a section of its website where interested business owners from outside the area can request information about the local community.
Interested parties are sent a package of information relating to the local business environment. Information includes a letter from the mayor, a Visit Bend
visitor’s guide, City brochures providing basic information about the community
and Bend 2030, and an EDCO Central Oregon Area Profile.

(continued on back)

(Unique Tourism Program...
continued)

HELP THOSE IN NEED
The City of Bend is still accepting donations for its water utility bill assistance
program. Customers can request to be billed a one time donation or a recurring
monthly amount on their regular utility statements. They can also make changes
or discontinue the donations at any time. Customers who need help paying their
water bills, and meet the qualifications, can apply for the funds.

The City’s Business Advocate follows up on leads
and provides additional
information and discussion
regarding specifics of our
community. A site visit can
be coordinated, based on
the interest of the business
owner, which allows the
Bend Business Advocate
to introduce the business
owner to key individuals in
our community.
Leads generated so far
include retail, internet and
information technology
businesses. The average
inquiry comes from companies with five or fewer
employees because they
are typically nimble enough
to consider moving their
business to Bend.
For more information,
contact Bend Business
Advocate Jon Skidmore at
541-693-2175 or log on to
visitbend.com.

City Council
The Bend City Council
meets the first and third
Wednesdays of each
month. For upcoming
meeting dates, agendas
and more information,
visit www.ci.bend.or.us.

City water customers could be eligible for up to $150 credit on their utility bills.
Although the City currently has an assistance program to help with sewer and
stormwater charges, it’s available only to low income senior and/or disabled
persons. This new program includes the same income limits but does not include
the senior or disabled qualification and provides assistance for water customers.
To make a donation or to find out more about the program, call 541-388-5515.

City Completes Transit ADA Lawsuit
Work Ahead Of Schedule
The City of Bend and Bend Area Transit (BAT) have fulfilled the
requirements of a settlement agreement with Disability Rights Oregon
(DRO) more than three years early, bringing BAT into full compliance
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
In December of 2006, plaintiffs represented by DRO filed a complaint
alleging a lack of access for people with disabilities to the BAT system.
DRO and the City entered into a settlement agreement in May 2007,
requiring the City to construct ADA-compliant bus stop pads at fixed
route stops where sidewalks exist, two ADA-compliant curb ramps at
each bus stop near key facilities, and to maintain deteriorated sidewalks and remove mail boxes, signs and other physical protrusions on
the sidewalks adjacent to bus stops. The settlement required that all
work be complete by September 2014. The City will complete the final
details of the agreement by next week.
“I am very proud to say that Bend will have the most accessible transit
system in the country for the benefit of all citizens,” said lead plaintiff
Carol Fulkerson.
“This is a testament to what
citizen dedication and commitment and a changed city
focus can achieve,” said City
Accessibility Manager Susan
M. Duncan. “Even through
these unusually tough economic times we have been able
to achieve completion three
years ahead of schedule.”
The City’s Committee on Accessible Transportation (CAT) played an
active and important role, helping to identify and prioritize the completion of the bus stops and providing input on the location of the two
ADA-compliant curb ramps serving each bus stop near a key facility,
as well as the sidewalk improvements. The City made improvements
to 182 bus stops, 618 curb ramps, and 11 sidewalks to create interconnectivity and accessible routes of travel throughout the BAT system.

